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“YOU CAN’T GO BACK AND CHANGE THE BEGINNING, BUT
YOU CAN START WHERE YOU ARE AND CHANGE THE ENDING”
~James Sherman~

CEO Report
The 2019 /20 year has been full of highlights and challenges. At the risk
of repeating what many have already said about the year, it certainly was
unprecedented and required us to reach new levels of adaptability and creativity
to remain true to our guiding principles, ensure our services reached those in
need of supports, and, most importantly, remained relevant in the challenging
circumstances. Throughout the year that was, our team remained steadfast in
their dedication, worked through the uncertainty and worries about the possible
impacts of Covid-19, and continued to deliver the high-quality services we are
known for, and for this I sincerely thank them, without their efforts we would not be
the organisation we are today.
Despite the challenging times, Infinity Community Solutions has continued to
expand our services to help meet the needs of the children, young people,
families as well as people with a disability, across our community who have
connected with us. Some highlights included opening a number of additional
residential care services, including a further three contracted residential care
services for children and young people, allowing us to support almost double the
number of children than we supported in the previous year. We grew our Support
Coordination team by a further two team members as well as continued to strive
for positive outcomes across our entire service offerings. You will read about these
in much greater detail in the pages that follow.
Of course, we cannot do this important work alone. I want to take this opportunity
to thank the Queensland Government for the trust they place in us to provide
quality services in support of our community.
I want to thank our highly valued partner, Kummara Assocation Incorporated.
The services we deliver together are so enriched by the expertise you contribute,
we are truly stronger together and we remain forever grateful for our wonderful
partnership that continues to grow and evolve. We look forward to continuing our
work together. Our other key service delivery partner, Edmen Community Staffing
Solutions, has continued to support our operations through the supply of an
exceptional workforce solution which enables us to respond to the communities’
needs in ways we could not do alone. We thank the Edmen team for their work
over the last year, and in particular, acknowledge their key role in supporting our
workforce needs through the challenges of Covid-19.
To all of our other supporters and corporate services partners, thank you for your
ongoing support.
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Finally, thank you to our Chairperson, Diann Feldman who continues to
volunteer her time to lead our organisational governance as well as set a strong
strategic direction for our growing organisation.
As an organisation, we are excited for the
year ahead and look forward to continuing
to grow and expand in areas where
we genuinely believe we can support
Outcomes for Life.
Shelley Wall
Chief Executive Officer
Infinity Community Solutions

“WE CARRY
WITHIN US, THE
WONDERS WE
SEE ALL AROUND
US”
~Sir Thomas Brown~
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Our Performance

50

Young People supported in
Therapeutic Residential Care

68
Supported in

Kinship Carers
Supported in KICS
Kinship Service

21734

Bednights provided for
children and young people
in kinship care

128

Families Supported by
KICS Family Services
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105
Participants received

Support Coordination
Services

15
Families supported by

our Reunification and InHome Support Services

“LET YOUR SMILE
CHANGE THE
WORLD BUT
NEVER LET THE
WORLD CHANGE
YOUR SMILE”
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Financial Summary
Our financial reports are prepared in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards. The following summary
is extracted from the audited financial report for Infinity
Community Solutions Limited for the 2019/2020 financial year.
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“WE ARE NOT A
TEAM BECAUSE WE
WORK TOGETHER.
WE ARE A TEAM
BECAUSE WE
RESPECT, TRUST
AND CARE FOR
EACH OTHER”
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Our Approach is Client Centric
Our clients are at the centre of our
philosophy, operations and ideation.
We use many forms of engagement
to ensure that we listen intently
and receptively to the experiences
and changing needs of our clients
and their families/carers. Our
client-centricity ensures we deliver
outstanding client interactions. This
enables us to do what is in the best
interest of each person accessing
our service. Across our client base,
we build a strong and sustainable
operation where quality services are
delivered to all our clients.

NDIS Promotes Choice and Control
We assisted a family with a little person with complex disability needs by
supporting them during the NDIS plan review. We were able to source
additional assessments, detail the impact of the disability and assist the family
to elaborate on their plan. We helped the family to think BIG for the goals.
The outcome was the child’s new NDIS plan was almost double which will go a
long way to assisting in meeting the child’s goals.

“THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU DO
TODAY”
~Mahatma Gandhi~
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Kids Love Learning
In residential care, some children and young people struggle with big feelings
in the school setting, because of their experience, this can mean their school
attendance is low. We are particularly proud of the efforts this year with
Queensland Education to assist children who have spent some time out of
formal school, to re-enter the school setting. While transitions have been slow
at times, and filled with nerves and worry for the child, and at times the adults,
it is wonderful to see a little person go off to school, be greeted by friends and
achieve educationally.

“Great
things
never
come
from your
comfort
zone”
Children and Families Secure Permanency
It is a real privilege to assist kinship carers to care for children and young people
while the parents address the child protection worries with the Department. This
year we have had many highlights where we have found and assessed family to
become kinship carers, supported kinship carers add to the supports for their family
when times have been tough and assist kinship carers to navigate the journey with
the Department some of our big highlights this year have included children moving
from short term child protection orders to orders where the kinship carers have
guardianship. This allows stability for both the children and the extended family.
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Our Approach is Nimble and
Adaptable
Infinity Community Solutions Ltd is not
hampered by slow-moving decision
hierarchies or corporate infrastructure
that often slows the progress toward
maximising client outcomes. We
position ourselves where we are on
the edge of new thinking and new
opportunities so we can accelerate our
models, tools, methods and practice.

Remaining Focused and Committed Helps Children Find Families
“Finding Kin” has been a project on trial with the Department of Child Safety
during this financial year. KICS Kinship service was selected for the Moreton
Region- Brisbane District area. This trial had a focus on moving children and young
people out of residential care into stable kinship care placement or reunification
with parents.
We have had many successes in this trial program, with a young person being
reunified with his dad in another state. With the KICS team completing a parenting
capacity assessment in another state, completing a family connection assessment
while the father and child visited in Queensland and finally a transition
plan being developed which connected the father with
local services so his son could successfully move home
demonstrates Infinity Community Solutions’ ability to adapt
for the benefit of all parties.
There have been plenty of other similar successes within
Queensland. Infinity Community Solutions have been
able to support children to move out of residential care
placements to Aunts and Uncles in regional Queensland.
Other children have been able to move in with friends of
their family. All of these highlight our ability to remain
child focused and committed to finding family for
children.
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Transitioning Children
We continue to specialize in providing residential care for children and young
people with complex behaviours while actively engaging and working with family
to address the child protection issues. This sees children able to transition home
to parents, transition to kin placements, increase safe time spent with immediate
and extended family and ultimately ensure children and young people
experience being cared for.

“ADAPTABILITY IS THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
ADAPTING TO COPE AND ADAPTING TO WIN”
~Max McKeown~

Challenge of COVID-19 Keeps Infinity Community Solutions
Nimble and Adaptable
Our approach of being nimble and adaptable was truly put into action. Even
during the adversity of Covid-19, Infinity Community Solutions was still able to
maintain contact with vulnerable families while social distancing. While many
service provides ceased all face to face visiting, we felt it was important to remain
connected with the families that needed us most. Visits occurred in the front
gardens to ensure risks were reduced. We delivered boredom packs for families
to help them during lockdown periods. Technology was utilised with some visits
held online via Zoom. We increased delivery of essential items to families who
were considered at risk due to the health issues. And throughout all this we
remained client centred and safe focused, recognizing that the isolation and lack of
connection had really increased families vulnerabilities.
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Our Approach is Boutique and
Personal
Being boutique offers us a unique
position within the sector. We
are unfettered by large corporate
frameworks and the associated
cost constructs and infrastructures
that can inhibit timely and
individualised responses. As a
boutique organisation we have
chosen to ensure majority resource
allocation goes to service delivery
at the client interface, together
with real innovative advancements
in how services are provided for/to
clients.

Training Meets Needs of Vulnerable Children
Infinity Community Solutions remains boutique and personal in the roll-out of Trust
Based Relational Intervention (TBRI) training. Our staff along with Kinship Carers
were invited to attend training in TBRI throughout 2019-2020 with 5 face-to-face
sessions and access to 6 modules via DVD being offered throughout Queensland.
Trust-based Relational Intervention (TBRI) is a holistic evidence-based model that
meets the needs of vulnerable children. This is a relatively new framework, gaining
increasing popularity across the world with child protection, foster and adoption
agencies, residentials and youth justice detention centres adopting it as part of
their framework.
The training Infinity Community Solutions offered was faciliated by Kerri Chard
who is a leading authority in Child Protection with a background in psychology,
foster care and Queensland’s leading Trust Based Relational Intervention (TBRI®)
practitioner. Kerry was able to personalise TBRI training specifically for Infinity
Community Solutions so as to enhance learning for our staff, therefore ensure
individualised responses for vulnerable children.
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“RE-DO’S GIVE
CHILDREN THE
CHANCE TO
PRACTICE NEW
BEHAVIOURS IN A
FUN AND PLAYFUL
WAY WHILE
BUILDING SELFESTEEM THROUGH
SUCCESS”
~ Dr Karyn Purvis~

Volunteer Brings a Unique Position to Infinity Community Solutions
This year infinity Community Solutions would like to provide a special thanks
for our super star volunteer Di Chandler. Professionally with over 40 years
in the field Di was a nurse, early childhood teacher and most recently a
senior practice advisor and trainer for one of Queensland’s largest Child
Protection and Out of Home Care providers. Since retiring Di has not slowed
down, offering her expertise as a volunteer to many lucky organisations.
Di’s volunteer work is remarkable for Infinity Community Solutions, from offering
small group training to carers on understanding trauma, to making therapeutic body
socks and therapeutic sheets for children and families that access our
NDIS Support Coordination Services, KICS kinship service, Infinity
Residential care and KICS Family Support. During Covid-19, as well
as making body socks, Di made over 300 masks for the services.
Annaley Clarke, Infinity Community Solutions Executive
Director says “Di remains one of Infinity’s favourite people,
she is the first to offer a hand and her wealth of experience
both professionally and practical is invaluable.
Her
individual contribution has helped so many of our families.
The body socks bring a smile to many children’s faces.”
Di’s contribution is the perfect example of how Infinity
Community Solutions remains a boutique and personal
organisation. With volunteers like Di, Page
we are able to
maintain that personal connection with the
15 community.

Our Approach is Innovative and
Outcomes Driven
Infinity Community Solutions
is a highly collaborative and
agile secular social purpose
organisation. We build metrics
and continuously use evaluation
to inform and drive continuous
improvement. Our innovative
practice models ensure that we
are at the forefront of delivering
leading-edge service. Our use
of digital platforms are a key
component of our leading-edge
service approach.
Angela is a Kinship Support Worker with Kummara and Infinity Community
Solutions (KICS) Kinship Service. She has worked at Kummara since 2014.
Three things she enjoys most about the KICS Kinship Service:
• The organisation (Kummara and Infinity Community Solutions) have
outstanding work ethics specifically when dealing with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander families. We work hard to address and support their
worries and issues with cultural sensitivity.
• Infinity Community Solutions and Kummara are a strong collaboration that
provide outstanding services to all cultures and communities. At times the
services may overlap with all programs including Family Support and the
Kinship Program to achieve the best outcomes for the children and families.
• Great atmosphere within the office space and positive
working relationships with the teams.
HIGHLIGHT FROM 2019-2020
Our team has worked hard to find and reconnect children with
their family. We are very lucky to work with kinship carers
who provide safe and loving care for their family.
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Sarah is the General Manager with the Infinity Community Solutions Therapeutic
Residential Care Services. Sarah has worked with Infinity since 2017, and worked
across government and non-government services for over 25 years.
Three things she enjoys most about the Therapeutic Residential Care Services:
• Our focus is on connecting children to family, community and culture. We know
that family is the most important relationship for children and therefore is just
as important for us. We provide many opportunities for family to be involved in
the life of their child in whatever capacity is possible. This then strengthens their
connection to their culture and their community.
• Residential care has lots of risks and systems in place, however, I love that for
Infinity Community Solutions residential care should not prevent the Young
People from feeling like this is their home and continue to push against external
pressures to ‘institutionalise’ children in residential care. They are children and
Infinity Community Solutions strives to provide normalised childhood experiences
and minimise the impact that living in residential care can have.
• The passion and commitment that everyone involved with the provision of
residential care within Infinity Community Solutions has regarding the children
- what do they need, how do we provide the best standard of care, provide the
best outcomes, be nurturing and support the kids to have
fun, feel cared about and valued. It is an important part
of what we do, how we do it and the driver of our Infinity
Community Solutions residential care services.
HIGHLIGHT FROM 2019-2020
Highlights this year have included 2 children who transitioned
from an intensive resident care placement to foster care and 5
children who were reunified with family - of these 2 have been
in care since they were babies. Infinity Community Solutions
worked intensively with their parents over the year to support
reunification. Infinity Community Solutions also provided
support after reunification (funded by child safety) to support
the successful reunification.

“OUTSTANDING PEOPLE HAVE ONE THING IN
COMMON: AN ABSOLUTE SENSE OF MISSION”
~Zig Ziglar~
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Sharlene is an NDIS Support Coordinator at Infinity Community Solutions. She has
worked for Infinity Community Solutions since 2018 and has worked in the Disability
and family support area for over 30 years.
Three things she enjoys most about Support Coordination:
• Meeting the families she works with
• The whole Kummara and Infinity Community Solutions team help with the
work we do with families
• The support Infinity Community Solutions provides each
and every team member helps make her role really
enjoyable.

HIGHLIGHT FROM 2019-2020

The growth within the team and the work we do with the
families ,seeing the difference from the start of the year
to now. Through support coordination we can assist
participants to exercise choice and control over the
supports in their lives. Seeing participants meet their
goals and dream about new ones is a privilege.

“IT’S EASIER TO BUILD STRONG CHILDREN, THAN TO REPAIR
BROKEN ADULTS”
~F. Douglas~
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Our Supporters and Partners
Inspiring and lasting Partnerships can deliver social impact on our communities. With
organisations such as Kummara and Edmen Community Staffing Solutions we have
been able to achieve lasting benefits for the people we work with on all levels of our
organisation.
We build partnership based on respect and shared vision. The solid collaboration
with Kummara started with a connection and desire to work alongside individuals and
families. And it is that connection and shared goal that has seen the KICS program
thrive throughout the last financial year. With support and dedication in partnership
with Kummara we have been able to continue to deliver an outstanding program.
The partnership between Edmen Community Staffing Solutions and Infinity
Community Solutions has grown from strength to strength. The model of
employment has proven to be scalable as Infinity Community Solutions has grown
its service capacity. Working in partnership with such an efficient organisation like
Edmen who understands our needs has meant Infinity Community Solutions can get
on with doing what we do best and that is maintaining the needs of the children and
young people.

“ALONE WE CAN DO SO LITTLE; TOGETHER WE CAN DO SO
MUCH”
~Helen Keller~
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In 2019-2020 we continued to grow our culture of being a connected service by
deepening our position as a partner of choice with Government, Non-Government and
Community Organisation along with several Peak-body Associations. We wish to thank
the following organisations for the joint achievements and their support:

Queensland Foster and Kinship Care
National Therapeutic Residential Care Alliance
PeakCare
Secretariat of National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care
Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Child Protection Peak
National Disability Services
Department of Child Protection South Australia
Child and Family Focus South Australia

Being leaders in change and being able to make a positive impact within the
community is not possible without our funding bodies. Infinity Community Solutions
wishes to acknowledge:
Department of Child Safety
National Disability Insurance Scheme
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Moving Forward
We have joined 2 placement panels for South Australia (SA). Shelley spent some
time working in SA and developed a passion for the place. We see an opportunity to
contribute to the state and also learn from the sector. As well as starting in the child
protection placement space, next year will see us deliver NDIS supports in SA, initially
with a focus on Support Coordination (SC).
2020-2021 will see Infinity Community Solutions step into other areas of NDIS outside
of Support Coordination. This has come about specifically in relation to the needs
of children in Child Protection residentials, where the additional NDIS supports are
critical to meeting the needs of the the child or young person.
Within our partnership with Kummara, 2020 and 2021 will see us start to deliver
KICS KFC in the Brisbane District of the Moreton Bay region. Our three-year-long
partnership in the placement space and has seen Kummara appointed the lead for
this service and through joint service deiivery we hope to improve the outcomes
and experiences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people
requiring family based out of home care either with kin or foster carers. A big part of
our model is the exploration of kin, because supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children to be with family is critical to meeting the Child Placement principles
as outlined in the Child Protection Act 1999 (QLD).
Its an exciting time moving forward, and despite Covid-19 still being present, we are
moving forward with a focus on clients and families.
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“BENEATH EVERY
BEHAVIOUR IS A
FEELING. AND
BENEATH EVERY
FEELING IS A NEED.
AND WHEN WE MEET
THE NEED RATHER
THAN FOCUS ON
THE BEHAVIOUR,
WE BEGIN TO DEAL
WITH THE CAUSE
AND NOT THE
SYMPTOM”

PO Box 3212,
DARRA QLD 4076
www.infinitycs.org.au

